Night of the Bogeymen by Roger Burley
SSGT Peters huddled his combat patrol leaders to remind them that their mission was to
take prisoners, not destroy the HQ. In the quarter moonlight from a nearby hillock, the
section leaders studied their approach routes. SSG Peters would approach in parallel to
the road that headed north out of town. SGT Fetton would circle right and come in
parallel to the western road towards the suspected HQ building. PFC Vincent would
provide covering fire and interdict reinforcements approaching the town over the bridge
on the east side. Also from that position, Vincent could cover the entire east side of town
across the bridge.
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SSG Peters suspected that the building on the north corner of town was a security post.
The patrol was to remain as covert as possible. If an alarm was raised, Vincent was to
initiate a diversion, so the rest of the patrol could grab a prisoner and escape. With two
BARs, he could cause quite a diversion.
The German positions would remain unknown to the US side, but for the reader, the map
below indicates the positions known to the GM, in addition to some random events that
could be inserted.

Random Event Table
(d100 roll < 66 when Random Event Chit drawn)
Die Roll

German Force Composition:
• Company HQ: CO (TQ 4), 1st SGT (TQ 4), 2
NCO (TQ 3), 6 Riflemen (TQ 1 thru 3)
• LMG Team: Leader (TQ 3), 1 MG-42 (TQ 2), 1
Asst. Gunner (TQ 2), 3 Riflemen (TQ 1 and 2)
• Pioneer Rifle Team*: Leader (TQ 3), 4 Pioneer
Riflemen (TQ 2 and 3)
• Pioneer LMG Team*: Leader (TQ 4), 1 LMG (TQ
3), 1 Asst. Gunner (TQ 2), 2 Pioneer Riflemen
(TQ 2)

Event

1

FLARE – Roll 2 D8 to determine terrain square; deviate for
blind 81mm mortar round for exact location from center of the
terrain square; repeats at GM discretion.

2

BARKING DOG – Randomly select a US soldier and dog barks
within vicinity of nearest building; repeats if applicable.

3

ERRANT 105mm HE ROUND – Procedure same as RE1
above; only one time.

4

GERMAN LIGHT TRUCK – Light truck enters from off board;
roll D6: 1-2 enters at NE road, 3-4 at SE road, and 5-6 at SW
road and drives to German Company HQ to deliver supplies and
mail; only one time.

5

US SOLDIER TRIPS – Randomly select a US soldier and roll
AGILITY CHECK to determine if soldier trips. A trip results in
25% chance for injury. If injured, roll D100 < or = 75 results in
limb sprain, D100 > 75 results in a limb fracture; repeats at GM
discretion.

6

GERMAN PIONEER RIFLE TEAM – Enters at SW road and
advances toward the bridge, or reacts to the sound of the guns if
combat commenced prior to entry; roll d8 = number of action
chits before unit enters; only one time.

7

GERMAN PIONEER LMG TEAM – See RE6 above; only one
time.

8

GERMAN ARMORED CAR – Enters per RE4 and exits at
opposite end of board unless contact/combat has commenced;
only one time.

9

RANDOM AP MINE – Randomly select a US soldier and roll
1-65 on d100 to determine whether detonation occurs; repeats
until successful attack.

10

FLARE – See RE1 above.

*Denotes reinforcements available as a random event.

Information overlay
on board photo

The initial approach of all the US sections went
without incident.
View of the 3 section’s initial approach.

SGT Fetton

PFC Vincent
Fetton and Vincent stalked, while Peters dashed
across some of the open fields.
As SSGT Peters approached the hedgerow, one
of his men looked down the road and noticed
something. However, he was unable to make a
positive identification. From that point, Peters’
section moved slowly over the hedge and
crouched behind a stonewall, next to the road.
The rifle grenadier (professional troop quality)
stayed at the gap on the road north and provided
security.
South of town, a barking dog preceded the
unmistakable sound of German voices. Moments
later, the group heard an engine start. SGT
Fetton’s section froze as the vehicle moved slowly
towards the center of town and the suspected HQ
building. As the vehicle made a left turn, Fetton
recognized it as a Sfz 222 armored car. Its
headlights also illuminated a figure on the road by
the strongpoint. Additionally, the object in the
road appeared to be a wire barrier.

SSG Peters

The Americans could hear the German sentry yell something towards the house. Just
then, another soldier emerged and headed down the road to the east.

As the armored car moved north out of
town, PFC Vincent looked across the creek
and frantically motioned for his men to get
down. He was suddenly gripped by fear as
the German sentry moved towards the
bridge. As he stumbled over his limited
options, he noticed something in the road.

The armored car slowed at the turn, as the sentry motioned to the left. The sentry reached
the barbwire barrier near the bridge and began pulling it from the road. PFC Vincent’s
men reached the corner of the bridge and looked down the road. On the other side, his
three men dropped prone and then rolled up at the base of the stonewall.

Meanwhile in the town, SGT
Fetton’s group divided into two
elements. One broke into the house
directly across from the suspected
HQ (the noise covered by the noise
of the armored car passing on the
other side), while SGT Fetton and
his Corporal broke into the Café.
Once there, they could observe the
doors on the south side of the large
warehouse (suspected HQ).

Just as they reached the windows, the sound of another vehicle was heard from the
southern road, leading to the town.
Near the bridge, Vincent’s men hoped the car would drive straight out of town, without
looking around. Fortunately, the car commander obliged, and once the barrier was
moved, he drove over the bridge, to the east.

SSGT Peters thought this was a good time to take
a prisoner. The armored car’s headlights ruined
the night vision of the sentry near the strongpoint.
Quickly taking the initiative, Peters leaned his
rifle against the wall and drew his knife. He then
jumped over the stonewall and stalked the guard.
Fearing discovery, Peters launched himself at the
German, and put a hand over his mouth, followed
instantly by a knife to the man’s throat. Peters
manhandled his prisoner to the wall, where his
team opened the gate and stuffed a gag into his
mouth.

Prodded by the point of a bayonet, the sentry
reluctantly moved north behind the wall.

Meanwhile, the sentry near the bridge returned the barrier to the closed position and
turned around, just as the strongpoint sentry was tussling with Peters. However, he could
not tell what was happening, as his night vision was also impaired. But he called out,
“Hans! Wo bist du? When he got no response, he ran towards the strongpoint.

At the other end of town, a small truck with a tarp
over its bed (obviously supplies) slowed as it
approached the road south of the warehouse. SGT
Fetton decided to take the driver and the truck. As
the truck rolled towards another wire barrier, the
guard started to pull it back.

That is when Fetton and his Corporal crossed the
street towards the truck and prepared to stroke the
driver with their rifle butts.

With no word from Hans by the
bridge, his comrade sounded the
alarm. Pvt Rockner responded by
unleashing a furious barrage from
his BAR. The .30 caliber bullets
tore into the sentry, and his lifeless
body slumped to the pavement.

Just as the driver turned his head
towards the gunfire, SGT Fetton
swung his Thompson submachine
gun. Fetton’s powerful blow
barely missed the German’s chin, but it struck
him in the left leg, knocking him out of the
truck. With the engine still running, the truck
rolled into the yard. The Cpl grabbed the driver
and pulled him back towards the Café door. A
German soldier rushed from the warehouse to
join his comrade, just as Fetton pulled the pin on
his Mk II fragmentation grenade. The sentry
stood dumbfounded with the barbed-wire barrier
in his hand as he watched the driverless truck
move towards him. In the dark, neither of the
German soldiers noticed the smoking grenade at
their feet.
As the strongpoint prisoner was being lead away, an MG-42 roared to life. The German
weapon contrasted sharply with the slow and steady staccato of the American BAR.
However, the high rate of fire came at a cost. The darkness and excessive recoil
combined to throw the attack off target. Nevertheless, it propelled the Americans
towards the hedge, where they met the grenadier. Then, he and a green soldier took the
prisoner back to the south.
Now, the German machine gun demanded everyone’s attention. Pvt. Rockner reacted
instantly and fired his BAR at the window, hoping to suppress the position. The angle
was bad, and not much more than the barrel could be seen against the white wall. But,
the burst seemed to have worked, as the LMG stopped firing (actually the LMG jammed.)
The other BAR was focused on the strongpoint door, and two U.S. riflemen (professional
troop quality) prepared to go over the wall into the orchard. The regular (troop quality)
rifleman climbed down from the hedge and approached the south side of the bridge.

Before firing a flare that would initiate the
squad’s withdrawal, SSGT Peters decided to
neutralize the strongpoint. Jumping over the
wall with three green soldiers, he headed for
the door facing the north/south road. He took
a grenade from the webbing across his chest,
pulled the pin and grabbed the doorknob.
When he realized the door was locked, he
drew back and kicked it in with his right leg.

As the door swung open, Peters was greeted
by a burst from an MP40 machine pistol,
known as the burp gun by Allied soldiers. A
9mm projectile shattered the bone of Peters’
right hip, and he fell to the ground, dropping
the live grenade.

One of the three soldiers accompanying Peters
began dragging the wounded sergeant away
from the doorway, as another soldier scooped
up the smoking grenade. In basic training,
recruits are taught the correct technique for
handling grenades.

Most of the Mk II frags have a 4½ second
fuse. However, it is not an exact science, and
before the American could toss the grenade
away, it detonated, knocking out the entire
fire-team.

Back in town, SGT Fetton spotted a figure inside the warehouse and fired his Thompson
at him. The figure (an Eastern Front Veteran) returned fire, hitting Fetton and knocking
him down. The Cpl withdrew with his prisoner.
Only Fetton and Peters had the flare signals for withdrawal. As this was happening an
illumination round burst in the vicinity of the bridge.
The game ended at this point.
The US had two prisoners and three KIA - a German victory.

